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A small section of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, which passed in December of that year, offers a potential tax windfall 
for investors with significant investment gains. A portion of the bill identified roughly 9,000 low-income communities having 
economic need, with the “opportunity zone” designation at the direction of the state government to help incentivize private 
capital into those areas. To encourage investment in the qualified opportunity zones, the legislation provides significant tax 
benefits, with investors being able to: 
 

(1) defer prior capital gains invested into a qualified opportunity fund (“QOF”) until the earlier of: 12/31/2026 or when the 
QOF investment was sold 
 

(2) exclude a portion of previously deferred gains depending on the time the QOF investment was held 
 

(3) permanently exclude capital gains from the QOF investment itself, if the investment is held for a minimum of 10 years 
 
After almost two years of uncertainty around its regulations, on December 19, 2019, the IRS issued final guidance on 
opportunity zones. The guidance provided clarity around several requirements that must be met in order to take advantage of 
the program’s tax benefits. The key criteria are summarized below. However, additional requirements may have to be met 
depending on the capital gain. 
 

• In order for eligibility to defer a gain, investment into a QOF must come within 180 days after such gain was realized. 
If the capital gain was from a partnership, the start date of the 180-day period can commence upon the end of the 
fiscal year of the partnership. 

OPPORTUNITY ZONES January 2020 

Comparing the Opportunity Cost of Opportunity Zone Investments 
 
 
 
 
 

• The IRS recently released final regulations on opportunity zones that provide a clear picture of what is expected of 
investment managers and investors. 

 

• Opportunity zone investments are not appropriate for all investors, with factors including long-term illiquidity 
presenting challenges and potential tax benefits for those with significant capital gains. 

 

• Comparing an investment in an opportunity zone to value-add real estate, its nearest alternative, yields little 
difference in outcome with the required 10-year holding period of the opportunity zone investment needed to 
maximize tax benefits. 
 

• Without a clear after-tax advantage of an opportunity zone investment compared to value-add real estate, investors 
should also consider liquidity, complexity, opportunity set and funds available for investment.  
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• An investment into a QOF that owns a qualified opportunity zone business must “substantially improve” the asset 
being purchased; at a minimum, this means doubling the basis of the initial investment. If the qualified opportunity 
zone business property is perceived as merely speculating on land investments, no tax benefits will be allowed. 
 

• The substantial improvement must occur within 30 months of the acquisition of the property. 
 

• Investors making a QOF investment will receive deferral of their gain until the earlier of: December 31, 2026 or when 
the QOF investment is sold. If the QOF investment is held for at least five years, a 10 percent step-up in the basis is 
allowed; if the QOF investment is held for at least seven years, an additional five percent of gain can be excluded. 
Practically speaking, this means any investments made after December 31, 2019 will only be able to receive a 
10percent step-up in basis. 
 

• Only an eligible gain can receive tax benefits from the QOF investment; if an investor contributes more than their 
realized gains, the eligible step-up in basis is limited to the amount of the invested realized gain. 

 
Ultimately, the first step is to determine whether an investment in an opportunity zone is appropriate. Based on the 
regulations, tax incentives are greatest for investors who have sizeable capital gains. If there are limited or no capital gains, 
the QOF investment tax benefits are reduced sharply. To obtain the full benefit of the tax incentives, the investment in a QOF 
must be held for at least a decade. If not having access to the capital you plan to invest for a decade is a concern, the 
investment probably is not a great fit. The benefit of deferral and step-up is minimized, or even potentially negated, if the 
investment performs poorly. The last consideration is our focus.  
 
At the end of the day, investors pay capital gains taxes because their portfolios have generated realized gains. Avoiding 
taxes can be achieved by not having any capital gains at all, which ultimately is a poor outcome. Too often, poor investment 
decisions are made in an attempt to avoid, defer, or mitigate taxes.  
 
On the surface, an opportunity zone investment is a logical step for deferring and potentially minimizing tax liability. However, 
as previously noted, the objective is not simply tax-efficiency, but also positive investment outcomes. Therefore, the question 
isn’t the QOZ investment’s  tax-efficiency; but, after-taxes, would an investor be better off investing in a QOZ or an equivalent 
investment without the QOZ tax benefits?  
 
The assets held in a QOF are typically ground-up developments or substantially renovated real estate assets that must be 
held for 10 years to realize the maximum tax benefit. Ground-up developments and substantial renovations are common 
focus areas among “value add” within the real estate segment; as such, there is a history to compare return results. 
 
If one simply considered the long-term return of a similar real estate investment (absent a manager’s skill) and added the tax 
benefit of the QOF, there would be a clear advantage to the opportunity zone investment. However, the 10-year holding 
period required to realize the maximum tax benefit from a QOF investment does not make this a fair comparison. For non-
opportunity zone (or “normal”) investments, the investment period is often five years allowing for two full investment periods 
compared to a single 10-year investment in a QOF. The ability to recycle capital and reinvest in a new opportunity is 
important because the return pattern for value-add real estate is not equal over the period.  
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For properties involving ground-up development or substantial renovations, there is a higher return associated with those 
greater risk projects. However, once an asset is developed or improved, that higher rate of return does not carry-over into the 
future. Subsequently, the “stabilized” return is generated by income from the property; which is often lower. Our return 
assumptions are summarized below. 
 

Return  
Period 

Return  
Assumption 

 
Rationale 

Redevelopment 12% Readily observed historically for “value-add” real estate funds 

Stabilized Asset 6% Consistent with historical returns for income-generating properties 

 
Using this return profile and the tax differences, while holding all other assumptions constant, we can replicate the after-tax 
internal rate of return (IRR) and multiple-on-invested-capital (MOIC) achieved with a hypothetical $1 million capital gain 
investment invested over a 10-year period.  
 

Investment Year 0 Year 5 Year 6 Year 10 
Post-Tax 

IRR 
Post-Tax 

MOIC 

QOF 
Entire capital gain 
invested in QOF 

10% step-up in 
basis 

Cash required to 
pay deferred tax 
for 2026 tax year 

Investment Sold 7.5% 1.9x 

Non-QOF 

Taxes are paid on 
capital gain and 

remainder is 
invested 

Investment sold, 
taxes paid, all 

capital reinvested 
 Investment Sold 6.6% 1.9x 

 
Ultimately, the ability to earn a higher return during the second five-year period (non-QOZ investment) allows the investor to 
overcome the tax benefits associated with a QOF investment. While the QOF’s internal rate of return is higher at the end of 
the 10-year period, the actual dollars-in and dollars-out of capital are the same. With that knowledge at hand, investors are 
free to choose based on factors outside of the QOF tax benefits. We have summarized key differences below: 
 

Key 
Consideration 

“Normal” (Non-QOF) 
Investment 

QOF 
Investment 

Liquidity Average 5-year holding period 10-year holding period required to 
maximize tax benefits 

Tax Complexity Known High & ambiguous 

Opportunity Set All value-add real estate, including 
opportunity zones 

Only legally designated opportunity 
zones 

Investment Funds Available Many and established Limited with many first-time funds 

 
All things being equal, we would prefer higher liquidity, known tax considerations, a larger opportunity set, and a large and 
diverse set of experienced investment opportunities from which to choose. This does not imply that a QOF investment may 
not be an optimal decision for some investors; however, despite the notable QOF tax incentives, it is far from a clear decision 
for all investors despite notable QOF tax incentives.  
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